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Introduction 
The primary purpose of this document is to communicate the intended aesthetics and 
direction of the project’s overarching sound design. Outlining my approach to the final 
coursework for AUD311 (and, subsequently, the content integrated into the final submission 
for AUD312), this document will communicate my intentions and developments made for 
the final submission. 

This document is developed concurrently with the Sound Asset Library coursework and 
documentation and is intended to be viewed in a supplementary context. Not all content 
featured in the Sound Asset Library is discussed here, although prominent, complex, or 
otherwise interesting developments have been explained in detail.  

Project Brief 
“The aim of this module is to provide a thorough grounding in the theory and practice of 
sound and music for games. The module will cover a variety of topics including critical 
listening, audio recording, music composition, and asset management, all with a focus on the 
specific challenges and opportunities afforded by videogame audio. The assessment is 
oriented towards the student demonstrating an applied understanding of the module’s 
content” (Michalakos, 2021 A). 

Based on the course rubric (ibid), this document should: 

• Describe the direction of the audio design in detail. 
• Provide extensive reference material. 
• Offer clear and thoughtful specifications for different audio categories. 

Likewise, the asset library should: 

• Present recordings of a high standard (eliminating noise or unnatural edits). 
• Demonstrate creativity in selecting sounds. 
• Showcase a consistent, coherent aesthetic. 
• Provide raw stems to demonstrate editing and selection process. 
• Construct a thoughtful and detailed asset list. 

 

 

Screenshot of the Unity project used for the final submission for AUD312. 
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Game Description 
The fundamental goal I want to achieve in my submission is to explore interactive music. I 
also want to attempt to deliver upon a narrative  

Reference Material 
Soundtracks of Inspiration 
Below are listed some soundtracks which influenced my design process. I have added a little 
description about what that album means to me and what it means with regards to the 
design of the game. 

Portal 2: Songs to Test By (Aperture Science Psychoacoustic Laboratories, 2011) 
Ambient Glitch IDM 

I like how the soundtrack features songs which truly adhere to the 
‘Glitch IDM’ sentiment, which is then counterbalanced with soft, 
calming, and at times cheerful tracks. The soundtrack reflects the 
narrative of a ‘perfect’ laboratory gone awry. 

 

Minecraft Volume Alpha (C418, 2011) 
Ambient IDM 

Featuring a balance of piano-led tracks alongside chiptune with 
heavier IDM influences, each track – while ambient – is highly 
evocative for me. While it’s hard to say if this is due to the nostalgia I 
have for the game, each track on the album comes across to me as 
either uplifting or curious. 

 

Baba Is You OST (Teikari, 2019) 
Chiptune Synthpop 

The majority of the soundtrack is made up of soft chiptune ostinatos 
with developing synth basslines. I’ve found the soundtrack is a great 
backdrop to study along with: it’s interesting enough to offer an 
incredibly satisfactory listening experience without distracting you 
from your work. Makes sense, given it was created for a mind-
bendingly difficult puzzle game. 

https://portal2game.bandcamp.com/
https://c418.bandcamp.com/album/minecraft-volume-alpha
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-kt9mHwiCk
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Sound Design of Inspiration 
The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword (Nintendo, 2011) 

Where my submission for AUD312 is darker in tone compared to Skyward Sword, there are 
strong parallels. 

Adaptive Music 
Something I noticed while playing was how adaptable the music was to the game state and 
the player’s location in the world. A great example is in the Bazaar in Skyloft. As Link walks 
past the different kiosks in the environment, the music adapts to the aesthetics of the booth. 
For instance, walking past Sparrot – the fortune teller – the music becomes more whimsical 
in nature and appears to draw from a greater Middle Eastern influence. Walking past 
Rupin’s Gear Shop, the music features heavier use of percussion instruments. Both examples 
are in synchrony with the default soundtrack of the Bazaar, and the game appears to 
interpolate between each. 

New Mechanic / Location Audio Feedback 
Upon discovering a new area in the game, the classic ‘Secret Sound’ can be heard. This idea is 
used in my game with dialogue. Upon entering a new area, there is instructional dialogue 
telling the player to do so. “Move to the next checkpoint.” Upon the big reveal just before 
entering the house at the end of the level, there is a sound effect which more closely reflects a 
designed soundscape (as we have already done in the class). This foregoes traditional 
dialogue in place of created audio elements to deliver on the narrative. 

Style / Aesthetic 
For this project, I am wanting to subvert the user’s expectations for what the game’s 
intentions attempt to deliver upon versus what they actually are, with playful overtones – 
light-hearted chiptune synths over a major key, positive reinforcement in UX feedback, 
generally ‘happy-go-lucky’ – but with twisted roots. This should be inferred over being 
directly presented to the player. The level greybox could be the precursor to what would 
eventually become a dark, corrupted aesthetic. Such examples of this include games such as 
Portal 2 (Valve, 2011) or Undertale (Fox, 2015). This project’s aesthetic was also heavily 
inspired by alternate reality games (ARGs) such as Poppy (Pereira, 2011) or Petscop 
(Domenico, 2017). 

This coincides with the narrative summarised in the Dialogue section. 

Screenshot of the Bazaar in Skyward Sword HD (Polygon, 2021). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkDPlgGMOU0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zY_UxrMGyq0&list=RDJHCXwA18EHA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHCXwA18EHA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUYjd8EGQF0
https://seylordev.com/2021/10/13/creating-metropolitan-lair/
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Design Pillars 
The central pillar is as follows: 

First and foremost, this project is for me to help develop my skills in becoming proficient 
with game audio workflows and to learn more about music, foley, and wider audio design in 
general. This is further explained in the Development section. 

However, creating the project for an audience, the following pillars should be observed: 

- Leave the player wanting more. 
This is not suggesting that the player should have a subpar experience. Rather, I want 
the player, by the end of the greybox, to feel eager to find out what happens next. This 
can be done by building tension in the narrative and having the audio design reflect 
this. 
 

- Responsive movement. 
Noted previously with adaptive music in Skyward Sword, the player should receive 
plenty of feedback whenever they have entered a new area or walked on a new 
surface. As this is nearly the only area of logic that I have control over in the 
development of the project (see Immutable Factors), I should use this to my 
advantage in my design. 

User Experience 
I am a firm believer that setting up UX guidelines early in development will not only help 
focus my design but will also help drive the project in a direction I am most happiest with. 

In the earliest stages of development, UX goals were unestablished. The focus of early 
iterations was placed on adapting to novel software and working practices. However, these 
iterations have also provided a good basis for ideation. It was after this core ideation that a 
target demographic and UX goals were outlined for the project. 

I wanted the project to focus on interactive music. In my view, the high energy music tracks I 
made for the prototype stages (found within Developments\2021 - 10 - 20\FL Studio folder 
in the Sound Asset Library submission) failed to correspond to gameplay, level environment, 
or the intended style very well. Given the code, mechanics, and world geometry are largely 
immutable, I want the audio to strike a balance between the fixed aspect of the submission 
and the intended aesthetic: I want my work to sonically calm the player, leaving them open 
to deception. 

Where there is dissonance within the narrative and the audio, I am not confident enough in 
my abilities to establish audio-visual dissonance yet. Instead, I am opting to create a 
soundscape which is coherent with gameplay and visuals, focusing on light-hearted melodies 
(with an air of cynicism surrounding the clinical nature of the white-walled environment) 
and responsiveness to player interactions. 

As always, it’s difficult (or near impossible) to obtain user data for specific titles. Game 
studios hold such information close to their chests, and a lot of ‘publicly’ available 

Become familiar with audio design. 
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information is held behind extortionate paywalls. Nevertheless, I will be using what 
information I can to inform decisions including utilising Abertay’s access to Statista. 

Immutable Factors 
Here is listed some facts about the project that cannot or should not be changed.  

• Visual assets, gameplay mechanics, and code cannot be changed. 
• Final submission will be built to PC. 

Target Audience 
Although some titles mentioned in my reference material target a ‘family’ audience, the 
target audience I will be referencing for this submission will be similar in age to myself. In 
essence, I will be focusing on a Scottish audience in their early 20’s. 

While this will likely have little functional bearing on my submission, I am 
referencing such an audience to infer that the focus of this submission is not 
emphasised on a culture outwith any area of familiarity. This is not reflective of my 
views or how I would have liked to approach the project – I prefer projects that allow 
me to expand my knowledge of global cultures – but as audio is something have little 
experience showcasing in an academic / professional context, this will allow me to 
deliver high quality work with confidence, using my surroundings as inspiration. 

With reference to Portal 2 and my aforementioned comment on “cynicism” in the 
soundtrack, a specific targeted age range for this submission could sit predominantly at the 
15-24 demographic. 

When combined with the older 25-34 demographic, the largest portion of video-game 
players are encompassed (Ukie, 2021). Thus, the project could also cater to this demographic 
as a secondary goal should the concepts be developed further at a later time. 

Over the 2020/21 period (possibly grouped together due to the pandemic), penetration of 
the video-game market saw a 30% increase for 25-34 year olds to 82%, and a 19% increase 
for 16-24 year olds to 92%, although this information is skewed for the 2020/21 period 
based on the effects of the pandemic. Regardless, the 16-24 year old demographic have the 
greatest penetration of any age-based demographic based on data collected since 2013. 

Therefore, by following my intended style and aesthetic, I will be catering to this audience in 
turn. 
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Development 
Iterative Practice 
While I am not following any comprehensive ideologies for this project, I do adhere to a basic 
iterative structure in my practice. After some early prototyping, goals can be established. 
From these goals, I can press forward by determining design, recordings needed, and how 
they will be implemented. Upon implementing such features, I can test them with myself and 
some friends, and continue the cycle with this feedback.  

There was not any sort of strict overarching schedule with this project, for better or for 
worse. I approached the project as a learning exercise, and project development was centered 
around improving my audio design practice. As such, iterations are sign-posted by sound 
elements necessary for submission as well as audio elements I think would sonically improve 
the gameplay experience. As I developed this project on my own, a fluid project structure 
meant that I could learn at my own pace. With this approach, I ran the risk of over-scoping, 
so I ensured to perform sanity-checks to regularly step back and view the project as a whole; 
I am quite susceptible to tunnel-vision. Iterave practice indicates testing is key in evaluating 
whether iterations are appropriate. Given the timing with the Christmas break, testing was 
conducted by myself and a small group of friends online. 

This is not ideal. In a larger project or in industry, this would be unacceptable. 

However, I used this project to better my skills and I do feel that my abilities over time 
improved dramatically. Features at one point during the project’s life were later deemed as 
bugs. This is, of course, not an excuse that frees me of having to perform formal testing, but 
as I am in a formative stage of my understanding of audio production and audio-for-games, a 
looser approach gives me more room to fail quickly and learn from my mistakes. For 
instance, music created during the prototype phase now sounds horrendous to me. It was out 
of tune, basic, and lacked any kind of interesting structure. Even the music currently used in 
the project would be better with greater movement and, perhaps, a more advanced structure 
beyond the two-chord ‘progression’. It is probably best described as outsider music. I have 
since developed a better understanding of sound design and have acquired higher quality 
virtual instruments and effects that allow me to be more expressive with my work. 

Evidence of my iterative practice can be found on my GitHub repository and on my blog.   

Graph illustrating iterative process. Modified from original. (Krupadeluxe, 2021) 

https://github.com/seylorx1/AUD312/
https://seylordev.com/
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Sound Design 
In this section, I detail some of the more advanced sound elements within my project. 
However, not every sound element is noted as I would be repeating myself quite a lot or 
writing about trivial implementations. 

For a more concise list of all sounds in the project, please see the spreadsheet included 
alongside my ‘Sound Asset Library’ submission or, alternatively, view it online. 

Player Movement Sounds 
Footsteps 
Following Christos’ advice given in-class and on Discord, I designed my footsteps to separate 
the ‘Heel’ from the ‘Toe’. This helps to stop the footsteps from sounding repetitive.  

This was the first sound effect I tackled, and has since taken many different forms. In my 
first approach, I had thirty audio clips just for the concrete footstep alone. This was too 
varied and incoherent, so I scaled this back to around eight sound effects for each footstep 
type: four heel sounds and four toe sounds. There was no specific reason behind selecting 
four footsteps other than it gave a large enough variation to sound interesting while keeping 
file sizes and asset counts low; the free edition of Wwise limits users to 200 assets. By 
remaining cautious of this, I only hit 170 on submission. 

In the final project, seven footstep variants were identified: 

- Bed* 
- Concrete 
- Glass 
- Grass 
- Gravel 
- Metal 
- Wood* 

*These footsteps made use of ‘creaks’ which is further detailed in the next section. 

Christos demonstrating how to implement varied footsteps in Wwise. (Michalakos, 2021 B) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1irz1uMJxFb9jABx4s4HBfoWrm9hPxDX9B9eCzFMq0uQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://github.com/seylorx1/AUD312/tree/2ceb9c4dbea403ec9c0bffa32cad10cecdd192cd/Wwise%20Project/Originals/SFX
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For every new footstep type created, I skimmed through all audio clips from the foley session 
I did with Zhoro on the 20th of October, as this was when all footstep sounds for the project 
were recorded. Once a clip was found that fit well (or could be edited with effects to fit well, 
as is the case with the ‘Glass’ material which sound more digitally abstract than a traditional 
glass sound), I loaded that clip into Reaper. 

Removing Background Noise 
Background noise was removed using Reaper’s ‘ReaFir’ plugin by finding a quiet section of 
the track where all that can be heard is noise, creating a looped time selection, setting ReaFir 
to subtract and ticking the ‘Automatically build noise profile’ checkbox. After a few loops, I 
unticked the checkbox, right clicked the track and selected the ‘Apply track/take FX to items 
as new take’ option from the context menu. 

From what I understand, this process mutes profiled frequencies underneath a certain 
threshold. This threshold can be adjusted by pressing Ctrl, left clicking the frequency map, 
and dragging up and down until satisfied. 

Heels and Toes 
After noting the top four strongest footsteps, each one was cut out of the filtered track and 
split into ‘heels’ (the former half of the footstep) and ‘toes’ (the latter). Sounds are mixed to 
ensure all clips sound balanced by adjusting EQ and volume values on the master track as 
well as on any individual audio track that needs it. Each track is also named in such a way 
that when exported out, they match assets listed in the sound asset library spreadsheet. 

 

Rendering in Reaper and Exporting to Wwise 
As the tracks are structured and named in a deliberate order 
in Reaper, sounds were able to be exported out using 
wildcards. Notably, $track or $parent$track. This allowed 
me to quickly export batches of audio files. Sometimes, 
exporting the ‘Master Mix’ was all that was needed, but 
most of the time I would have to split up the track 
horizontally (using time selections) or vertically (using the 
‘Selected Tracks via Master’ or ‘Selected Media Items via 
Master’ source options). Sounds could then be added to the 
render queue. This queue is read by the WAAPI plugin for 
Reaper, which saved a lot of time. Queued renders can be 
directly import them into Wwise this way. Nearly every 
sound effect created in Reaper for this project did this. Screenshot of Reaper’s ‘Render to 

File’ dialog box. 

Track structure for concrete footsteps in Reaper. 

https://blog.audiokinetic.com/connecting-wwise-and-reaper-part-1-waapi-transfer/
https://blog.audiokinetic.com/connecting-wwise-and-reaper-part-1-waapi-transfer/
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Wwise 
At the beginning of the project, the footstep structure in the Actor Mixer Heirarchy mirrored 
the example Christos posted to Discord nearly one-to-one. However, I made some changes 
which helped make the sounds fit the project’s style. 

Panning 
For each footstep material, I created a sequence container containing ‘Left Foot’ and ‘Right 
Foot’ sounds. These linked to the ‘Left Foot Bus’ and ‘Right Foot Bus’ audio buses 
respectively. Each bus is panned ever-so-slightly to the left or the right. Not only does it give 
the player more character, but it also increases the stereo width of the sound clips in 
question, allowing them to cut through the mix and sound clearer.  

 

FootstepType and Changing Materials 
Changing footstep types is handled using triggers in Unity. By setting up triggers with the 
AkSwitch script component, new material types can be set to affect the player using the ‘Use 
Other Object’ and ‘Name’ fields. This changes a FootstepType switch on the player 
GameObject which affects the ‘Footstep’ switch container in Wwise. When the next Footstep 
event is called, it reads this switch and selects the corresponding sounds. 
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Jump and Impact 
I created jump and impact sounds for whenever the player jumped or landed from a height. 
The impact sounds were self-explanatory, so much so that I pre-emptively recorded them in 
October. The challenging aspect of this was thinking of jump sounds. 

At first, I recorded some grunts, but these immediately established an identity for the 
character, yet this was not referenced anywhere else in the audio design and felt out of place. 
I used my understanding of EDM production here, and noted that reversed crash symbols 
are often used to signify an upcoming drop. I also remembered that Burnout used to use a 
reversed sound before causing an explosion in its Crashbreaker mode. It is highly effective in 
immediately building and releasing tension in many applications. 

I reversed some step sounds before rendering them out of Reaper and found it satisfied the 
task incredibly well. 

Creaks 
While technically still part of the player footsteps, I made use of creaks to help give more life 
to the house section at the end of the level. I recorded myself walking on my bed and used 
the creaks for the ‘Bed’ and ‘Wood’ sound effects. 

Step On Bed, Step Off Bed 
Walking on and off the bed in the level causes it to creak. Walking over it, two sounds are 
played: 

- One of three creaks in a random container, pitched between 250 and 400 cents 
higher. 

- A cloth footstep sound effect. 

Old Floorboards 
Just with the bed, two sounds are played together when walking on wood: 

- One of three creaks in a random container, pitched between 500 and 650 cents lower. 
- A wood footstep sound effect. 

This differs from the ‘Bed’ FootstepType as it makes use of the ‘FootstepWeight’ game 
parameter. Everytime a Footstep event is posted, ‘FootstepWeight’ receives a random value 
between 0 and 1. The wood footstep then uses this weight to change the voice volume 
realtime parameter control (RTPC) mapped to a curve. 

Without this RTPC, the wood creak takes up far too much bandwidth in the mix and leaves 
the game sounding ‘muddy’ as low frequencies are completely drowned out and 
unintelligible. In this case, I used the RTPC over the ‘Randomizer’ tool as it gives me finer 
control over how often the sound should be heard. 

sfx_footstep_creak_wood Voice Volume RTPC, taken from Wwise. 

https://soundcloud.com/musicradar-com/1-build-fill-and-drop-without?in=musicradar-com/sets/the-reverse-whip-kick-for-elastic-drop-impacts
https://soundcloud.com/musicradar-com/1-build-fill-and-drop-without?in=musicradar-com/sets/the-reverse-whip-kick-for-elastic-drop-impacts
https://youtu.be/_bhpKC_BTzk?t=219
https://youtu.be/_bhpKC_BTzk?t=219
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World Keys 
‘World Keys’ are incredibly simple in 
concept but are highly effective in game. 
They came from an old concept for the 
project where there was to be a call and 
response around sound effects as a form 
of language. This idea was ultimately 
scrapped as I could not get it to fit well 
with the level, but the World Keys 
stayed satisfying the ‘Responsive 
Movement’ pillar. Whenever the player 
jumps, walks over a bump, climbs up or 
down stairs, or travels at an incline, 
World Keys play a different 
corresponding note. This was achieved 
by covering the entire elevation of the 
level with WorldKey trigger boxes. I 
received positive feedback from friends 
that the keys made traversing the level 
quite funny. 

I’m unsure how – or even if – that data can be assimilated in any sort of academic capacity, 
but it improved their overall experience and fits well within the tone of the game and its 
soundscape.  

All WorldKeys are in the F Major key and span across two octaves, from F4 to F6. This 
coincides with the song present in the level which is also in F Major. 

Player-World Feedback Sounds 
Moving Triggers 
A significant limitation of the project is that we are not supposed to add any of our own code. 
Aside from Key Cubes, this did not prove to be a problem. However, for objects such as doors 
and platforms, I noticed some sound effects would terminate after the objects had finished 
travelling. I managed to devise a method to have looping sounds for moving objects in the 
scene that terminated whenever they reached their destination without code. 

Triggers for the Tall Platform in the Unity scene. 
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This was done through the use of special triggers set to their own physics layer in the scene, 
which are marked using cyan diamonds. These triggers are detected by the GameObject with 
the root of the sound source. The sound loop for that object is stopped and a ‘stop’ sound 
event is posted. 

While this potentially crosses into rule-breaking territory from the perspective of interfering 
with the level logic, it was done to help improve audio feedback to the player. It means a 
player can jump on and off the button for the platform pictured previously and the platform 
sound will continue to loop until it reaches the top or bottom of its path. This once again 
coincides with the design pillar for ‘Responsive Movement’. 

Big Room Reveal 
After pressing the red button on the catwalk on 
the ‘Final Platform’, all the walls around the 
player fall through the ground. This is a 
significant beat in the level pacing of the level: 
the boundaries have been dropped yet with all 
the empty expanse, there is only one direction 
to go. I wanted to craft a sound that best 
reflected this. 

I attempted to break the scene down into its 
core elements instead of blindly experimenting. 
I knew the sound effect’s design should align 
closer with a soundscape rather than just a scene element; it needed to be all encompassing 
and take up the majority of the mix. Instead of being tied to a game object or position in the 
scene, it plays without spatialisation. This gives the sound a highly imposing, grandous 
quality. To further emphasise this, the music in the background changes to a more minimal 
version present earlier in the level and is ducked for the entirety of the sound effect. 

I used my phone to time the duration of the walls falling, and set a marker with this time 
inside of Reaper. I then examined which parts of the scene were moving and created sounds 
for each element, starting with the ‘Final Platform’. Taking the sound used for the ‘Tall’ and 
‘Short’ platforms, I recreated how those platforms sound in game from inside of Reaper by 
recombining the platform start, loop, and stop sound effects. Next, I wanted a grand 
rumbling sound for the walls falling down around the player, so I layered multiple sounds of 
scraping concrete blocks over a dehumidifier. Using effects such as Valhalla Freq Echo and 
iZotope Trash 2, I created an incredibly wide almost disorientating sound effect. This was 
brought back together with sounds that sat centrally, such as a pitched up ironing board 
rattle to emulate the creaking of metal machinery. This was then overlayed with an altered 
Serum preset playing a broken F chord, the reverb of which was tuned down over time. 

This created an unsettling effect, that fits the dialogue and narrative of the level quite well. I 
think it felt this way because on one hand, the chord is telling the player that things have 
come to a resolution, and the reverb heard immediately thereafter is initially calming. As the 
reverb tails off, the sound starts to feel complete but this is subverted by being pitched down. 
The sound ends with dissonance. This tells the player that things are not quite complete just 
yet, and perhaps more abstractly, emphasises the environment and worldbuilding 
established by the major key sounds up until this point is in contrast with the narrative told. 

If anything, this fits the “Leave The Player Wanting More” design pillar to a T.  

https://valhalladsp.com/shop/delay/valhalla-freq-echo/
https://www.izotope.com/en/products/trash.html
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Tool / Item Sounds 
Harpoon 
I thoroughly enjoyed designing the sound for the harpoon, as it was made up of parts with 
differing sonic elements that changed state based on the player’s use of the tool. All harpoon 
sounds are routed through the “Harpoon” bus in Wwise, which is panned to the front-left of 
the player in to mimic the position of the weapon on screen. 

Expulsion 
Out of the three elements of the harpoon, this delivers the most immediate feedback to the 
player. Once the harpoon is ejected, shoot sounds “A” and “B” are played simultaneously. 
Sound “A” has the most impact out of the two, taking up nearly the entire bandwidth of the 
audible frequency range but with the most drive in lower frequencies. 

I then created sound “B” as aftershock of the initial pulse from sound “A”. This sound is 
cancelled whenever the harpoon projectile is returned to the player. Meaning, if the player 
spams the shoot input of the harpoon, there is audio feedback to indicate whether their 
action is successful. The longer you hold down the fire button, assuming nothing is stopping 
the harpoon projectile’s path, the more of sound “B” you can hear. Initially, the sound 
completely drowned out sound “A”. It could be heard at the same volume and has makes use 
of the same ‘total’ bandwidth albeit with a greater drive across all frequencies at its peak.  

In order to make sound “A” more prominent, it was sidechained to a ‘ReaComp’ compressor 
on sound “B” via Reaper’s send/receive options in the mixer. This ducked the volume of 
sound “B” while “A” was playing. Exporting the two sounds out in Reaper thankfully retained 
the sidechain. 

Spectograph of sound “A”, looped, taken from inside Reaper. 

Spectograph of sound “B”, looped, taken from inside Reaper. 
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Chain 
The chain sound was created for the harpoon’s internal mechanism. I took inspiration from 
hand-crank engines inside of fishing boats and fuel generators. The basis for the chain sound 
is a recording an empty tape deck. When setting the tape deck to fast-forward, the chain 
sound became more intense. This aligned with the needs of the harpoon’s design: the 
aforementioned change in states occurs when you successfully pick up a Key Cube. I wanted 
to replicate the sound of the harpoon struggling under the tension of the Key Cube, like the 
engine of a small car revving to climb a steep hill. 

Air 
The air sound is similar to the chain in its functional structure. 
Created to emulate the sound of the projectile flying through the 
air, this is an example of a sound effect in the game that is more 
stylised than reflective of reality. Mimicking a slapstick swipe, this 
sound effect is spatialised. This gives the harpoon projectile sonic 
directionality: the player can hear where it is travelling to or 
coming from. It also establishes a form of feedback to the player, 
alerting them when the harpoon has left or when it is about to 
retract back into the device. 

Key Cube 
For more information around the musical aspect of Key Cubes, see Box Holding. 

Much like the glass footstep sounds used for the buttons, I wanted to create abstract ‘digital 
glass’ sounds for the Key Cube. 

Ground Collision 
When the key cube hits the ground, one of four sounds can be heard. Pitched to random 
frequencies between -500 and 500 cents using the ‘Randomizer’ in Wwise, this sound takes 
heavily processed glass footstep sounds. Prior to being exported, the following FX chain was 
applied: 

1. Glass footstep sounds are pitched up by 24 semitones, where the formants of the tone 
are pitched down by 24 semitones. 

2. The sound is then downsampled and bit crushed using Tritik Krush. The volume is 
increased by 50% in this plugin too. 

3. The sound is then clipped to create a super simple distortion effect. 
4. ShaperBox 2 is then used to apply a ‘Jar of Pens’ noise filter over the sound effect to 

create a broken glass like quality. 
5. An equaliser is then used to boost treble frequencies and emphasise the brittle nature 

of the sound. 

Minecraft’s recent inclusion of “purple crystal blocks” served as a primary inspiration for this 
sound effect, although my rendition of the effect sounds more atonal and distorted to fit 
within my intended style. 

UX Feedback 
Non-diegetic sound effects to indicate whether the box had been picked up or not were also 
created. There are simple F4 major broken chords and are tied directly to BoxPickup and 
BoxDrop* events, with one rising and the other falling respectively. While I attempted to 
limit my use of non-diegetic sounds for sound effects pertaining to the environment directly, 
such sounds helped to further emphasise that the key cube was indeed picked up. It also has 
the effect of characterising the boxes à la Portal’s companion cubes. 

https://youtu.be/HxcSHutlNVk?t=7
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*More information on reason for the inclusion of the BoxDrop event is detailed in the Code 
Changes section. 

Ambience 
Procedural Wind 
Earlier in the semester, the class was shown how to create wind sounds in PureData using 
noise and a bandpass filter. From what I understand, the bandpass filter establishes a 
formant out of the noise. Modulating the frequency of the band allows for the alteration of 
the pitch of the formant. This sounds like wind whistling. The bandpass frequency width can 
be altered to make this pitch more distinct or allow it to blend better into the rest of noise. 

I expanded this concept further and developed a 
PureData patch to export formant shifts to audio 
files for use in a Serum preset. Serum allows for 
wavetable modulation. I found that after cleaning 
up the audio clip in the synth, I was able to create 
a made a synth that could interpolate between ‘ee’ 
and ‘ea’ formants. Applying a softened saw LFO to 
this created a ‘Yeah-Yeah-Yeah’ sort of sound. 

I got as far as following a tutorial to build the PureData patch as a Wwise plugin where I 
discovered that the C translation code only works up to a 2019.2.11 version of Wwise. My 
project uses Wwise 2021.1.4.7707. Initially I was disheartened, but I remembered that 
Wwise can use LFOs in RTPCs. 

In Reaper, I exported a section of pink noise (I 
found this sounded more pleasant to the ear than 
white noise due to the reduced higher 
frequencies), ensured it looping without 
popping. After importing the clip into Wwise, I 
set it to loop and applied an EQ filter on the 
clip’s audio bus. 

The first band has boosted lower frequencies to help build a body for the wind. Without it, 
the noise feels hallow. On more advanced speaker setups, this could allow the player to feel 
the rumbling of the wind. However, as I cannot verify this, I disabled the ‘Process LFE’ 
option as I am unsure how this would perform using a subwoofer; the audio in the project 
has only been mixed using in-ear monitors and then laptop speakers for general use cases. 

The bandpass frequency is tied to the WindLFO modulator. This modulates between ~600Hz 
and ~1500Hz. In the settings for the modulator, I use a random waveform that is smoothed 

Wind Generator created within PureData. 
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and changes every 0.25 seconds. This created a wind sound almost functionally identical to 
that of the one I created in PureData. 

Band 3 and the Output Gain are tied to the ‘WindIntensity’ game parameter. This parameter 
is changed whenever the player enters a new area. These areas are also mapped to fixed 
reverb values. The combination of the wind and reverb effects helps to establish a 
surprisingly believeable room tone. 

Music 
Boat Over A Paltry Chasm 
In November, I created a new song for the project to replace the previous song that was being 
used as a placeholder at the time. I was playing a lot of BabaIsYou which features music 
largely composed of lo-fi chiptune synths.  

Composed at 100bpm in F Major, this song was created early in the project’s development 
and helped to drive the overall aesthetic of the game and was updated in-accordance with the 
intended style and aesthetic. Throughout the project, I went back and used the FL Studio 
project as a guideline for which parts of the song could be used in which sections of the level. 

 

Room trigger calling the ‘EnterOutdoors’ event, turning up the wind from 
inside Unity. 

Screenshot of “Boat Over A Paltry Chasm” inside of FL Studio. 
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In FL Studio, I was able to export each pattern as a Wave file by right clicking the patterns on 
the left side of the window and selecting “Quick render as audio clip” in the context menu. 
From there, I would the location where it saved, copy it into my Sound Asset Library, rename 
it appropriately, and import it into Wwise. 

Structure 
Based on the structure of the song 
inside of FL Studio, I was able to 
extrapolate five different sections, 
each more intense than the previous. 

Each section was recomposed inside 
of Wwise’s Interactive Music 
Hierarchy. After following official 
guides on how to use it, I started 
work on creating a vertical project 
structure. 

Each section had a regular version 
and a ‘chorus’ version which played after every two sets of 4 bars. This somewhat reflects an 
AAB 12-bar blues structure. However, instead of a ‘chorus’, such a structure would refer to a 
‘refrain’. (In retrospect, ‘refrain’ would probably be a more appropriate definition than 
‘chorus’.) 

Styles change quite a bit throughout the duration of the song. At first, it comes across as a 
simple ‘lo-fi’ electronica track. Given the target audience’s usage of site like YouTube, it is 
highly likely that a player from this demographic will have at least heard of music within the 
realm of the lo-fi genre. They will also understand what is not classed as ‘lo-fi’. The overall 
mood of the song changes during Sections 4 and 5. This could be interpreted as a way of 
subverting the player from the realm of comfort as outlined in the intended style for the 
project, albeit rather tenuously so.  

Section 1 – Minimal 
This section is, by definition, minimal. It contains everything needed to form a tune. Without 
bass or drums, this section feels quite lacklustre. There are hats, plucks (noted as ‘blobs’), a 
countermelody to these plucks (noted as ‘counterblobs’), and a vamp bass. Aside from this, 
there is little to drive the song. At this stage, the song is quiet, unassuming, and unintrusive. 

Section 2 – Basic 
The basic section has a stronger body with the introduction of a soft drone as the bassline 
and the countermelody, readying the player for the next section. 

Section 3 – Drums 
Coming in at an immediate transition, the drum section introduces the main melody and the 
‘kicksnare’ track, which – as the name suggests – contains the kick and snare. This is the 
song at its most balanced. 

Section 4 – Harpoon 
This section takes an immediately more intense turn with the introduction of an aggressive 
kickdrum track, two new bass synths layered on top of each other: 

- The ‘intensebass’: a saw bass with an aggressive attack; 
- The ‘distortbass’: a higher pitched saw synth and sub-bass with rhythmic volume 

gating on the sub-bass and reverb. 
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Looking back, I would probably have identified the latter ‘bass’ synth as a lead given its 
brightness and presence in the middle frequencies, although it does not carry the track’s tune 
in the same way the ‘melody’ section has done so within this context of the song’s structure it 
can still be referred to as a bass. 

The ‘harpoon’ section plays for the longest continuous time when observing the level from 
the perspective of its narrative beats. 

Section 5 – Bridge 
This section drops the ‘distortbass’ to tidy the mix and introduces ‘fantasy chords’. These 
sustained complement the bassline but are pitched above the mids. Alongside this, ‘fantasy 
chirps’ are also introduced. These ‘chirps’ are a chiptune synth with a fairly long portamento 
setting, pitched an octave above the ‘fantasy chords’. They sit firmly in the treble section of 
the mix and have a prominent delay effect applied to help them further ‘ring out’. 

The section is supposed to build the player up to a climax. This tension is broken during the 
‘Big Room Reveal’ and the music transitions back to section 2. I would imagine this section 
could grow tiring if listened to for an extended period of time, but aside from Section 1, this 
is present for the shortest amount of time in-game following level beats. 

Back to Sections 2, 1, and Fadeout 
After the walls fall down in the level, the song transitions back to Section 2. Entering the 
house, the song is reduced to Section 1 heard at the beginning of the level. Finally, when 
clicking on the bed, the song fades out and all that can be heard is the wind whistling away. 

Vamp / Alberti 
I wanted the music to be reactive to the player’s movement, given this was one of my design 
pillars. For Sections 1 through 3, a vamp can be heard. Initially, the vamp only played when 
the player started walking, and nothing played when the player stood still. Cutting elements 
in an out in this manner sounded quite confusing somehow, perhaps because it drew too 
much attention to itself. Now, the vamp players when the player stands still. When the player 
starts walking, the vamp transitions into an Alberti bass. 

In Wwise, I found I could detect whether the player was walking or not through the 
frequency of their footsteps. 

Extrapolating Walking State From Footstep Frequency 
Inspired somewhat by sensor data handling, this is – in essence – a frequency gate. 

For every footstep, the ‘FootstepVampCooldown’ event is called. This event handles the 
‘VampCooldown’ game parameter. 

1. Every time the ‘FootstepVampCooldown’ event is called, ‘VampCooldown’ is set to 1. 
2. After the footstep, 0.3 seconds later, the ‘VampCooldown’ parameter set to 0. 

- Footsteps are called every 0.3 seconds. If the value is changed inside of Unity, 
it has to be changed here too. 

3.  ‘VampCooldown’ slowly ticks down to zero, as the parameter has ‘Filtering over time’ 
interpolation enabled with an immediate attack and a 1 second release. 

- This means the parameter will always be above zero if a footstep is set at any 
point within 1.3 seconds of the footstep previous, factoring in the delay and 
the cooldown.  

4. In the ‘VampFootstep’ switch, the ‘VampCooldown’ game parameter is transformed 
into states where anything above zero is Enabled and anything sat at zero is 
Disabled. 
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In the Interactive Music Hierarchy, a switch track reads this Enabled/Disabled value and 
transitions between vamp and Alberti bass variants as required. 

Box Holding Stingers 
Code Changes 
Mentioned throughout the Key Cube section, there is an additional event in my project not 
included in the template. After discussing this with Christos, I was permitted to keep the 
code change as it would not have been possible to use stingers in the way I wanted to without 
it. A full explanation of the question posted in Discord is included in this submission. 

Box Holding 
When lifting up a Key Cube, a new section of music can be heard. First, a stinger is called 
which plays an ascending broken F Major chord using a similar synth to the aforementioned 
‘blob’ plucks. This then unmutes the ‘Box Holding’ audio bus in Wwise and ducks the ‘Base’ 
music bus. – The ‘Base’ bus is where most of the music tracks are routed through (via their 
own buses). – All music sections have a ‘Random Step’ music segment which plays one of 
three box holding tracks in the same synth as the opening stinger. These compliment the 
two-bar chord progression and remain in key throughout the entire level. Once the box is 
dropped, the bus is immediately muted and the closing stinger players. This stinger is the 
same as the pickup stinger, except the notes are played much faster and it features a 
descending chord. The ‘Base’ music bus is returned to a regular volume.  

Dialogue 
Narrative 
Do not let this section influence your interpretation. If you thought something else was 
going on, that’s just as valid; the way the narrative was created is purposefully – almost 
childishly – abstract to begin with.  

Throughout the game, an entity guides you through the level. 

At first, it sounds like a Tannoy announcement as if you’re a test subject in a facility. (The 
Portal inspiration was definitely strong.) As you proceed throughout the level the voice 
begins to ask deeper questions about whether the game is real or not. This entity asks about 
human emotions such as love and suggests that they can struggle and feel sick. After the 
walls fall, the questions turn to statements, suggesting that the entity is lonely in the void 
and is perhaps talking to themselves. They are asked to be woken up. Clicking the bed fades 
the music out. 

Switch track reading the ‘VampFootstep’ switch in Wwise. 
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I wanted to allow the player to question whether their player character is the voice speaking 
or if someone is talking to them. The previously mentioned aversion to using human 
breathes in Jump and Impact sounds further allude to this. This also ties in the “Leave the 
Player Wanting More” design pillar. 

I had these overarching concepts for the storyline in my head for months now, but the actual 
words spoken was completely off the top off my head. I am aware this narrative spoken is 
completely pseudo-deep and lacking in any form of substance, but what was being said does 
not entirely matter. It’s more the subject of the narrative that is in question: are you talking 
to yourself or is someone talking to you? 

Transcript 
As the voice is heavily distorted, below is a transcript of what is being said throughout the 
level. 

“Move to the next checkpoint.” 

“What is real?” 

“Move to the next checkpoint.” 

“What is not real?” 

“Do we even know?” 

“Move to the next checkpoint.” 

“Is this maybe all a simulation?” 

“Are experiences within our own heads?” 

“What is love?” 

“Do you understand love?” 

“You may never know.” 

“I think, therefore I feel.” 

“Move to the next checkpoint.” 

“I am not dreaming.” 

“I can breathe and feel and get sick.” 

“I am lonely here in this timeless void.” 

“Maybe, if you wake me up, I will feel again.” 

“I am here.” 

Voice Design 
I experimented using VST Speek, but I could not get the voice to sound clear enough for the 
purposes of a dialogue. So, I created an FX Chain for my voice. The source audio is me 
speaking in a monotone neutral-American accent. 

- First, I lowered my voice by two semitones in ‘ReaPitch’. This shifted the 
neutral pitch of my voice from a G to an F. (I was able to figure this out in 
‘ReaTune’ 

https://blog.wavosaur.com/text-to-speech-vst-vst-speek/
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- In ‘ReaTune’, I autotuned my voice to F Major using a ‘Simple Windowed’ 
pitching algorithm with the shortest possible window and fade. This made my 
voice sound incredibly robotic.  

- Using Krush, I bit crushed my voice by 50% and downsampled by 25%. I then 
increased the drive my 70%. This made my voice sound like it was coming out 
of blown speakers. 

- An equaliser is used to lower the mids and basses in my voice. The sub-basses 
were left intact and the treble was boosted. 

- Using SerumFX – an effect rack version of Xfer’s Serum – I enabled 
Hyper/Dimension (which creates an incredibly wide and slightly trippy stereo 
effect). I also applied a Flanger. 

- Finally, ‘ReaLimit’ was applied to stop the sounds from peaking. While I 
believe good mixing / mastering can eliminate the need for a limiter, it meant 
that I could boost the lower volumes of the track in Krush, acting almost like a 
compressor. 

Triggers 
In Wwise, I made use of ‘Virtual Voice’ to 
queue voice lines. So, if you speed through 
the level, the dialogue segments will always 
play in the order you ran into them. 

Dialogue triggers can be identified in Unity 
with names in blue bubbles, all of which are 
named ‘Trigger_X’ where X correlates to the 
dialogue clip played. To save myself from 
having to create a lot of different events as 

was the case with WorldKeys, I created a dialogue switch. This switch selects the dialogue 
clip before playing the sound. I felt that using switches instead of creating unique events felt 
a lot more adaptable and streamlined. If a sound is not selected, it defaults to the Checkpoint 
sound effect. 

 

I avoided using the Dynamic Dialogue system in Wwise. It appears to work similarly to the 
Music Switch containers, but I felt it was not necessary for project at this stage. 
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